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F rom 1755 to 1801 in Spain, many articles and reports were written about com-mon bunt, a seed-borne plague that was difficult to control at the time. The ob-jective of the study is to better understand this plague and the relationship be-
tween historical rainfall indexes and years of higher reported outbreaks. We compared 
documentary sources on extreme rain events and annual series of wheat prices in four 
locations (Murcia, Seville, Toledo, and Zamora) with data from articles about the bunt 
plague. Increased severity of common bunt in wheat coincided with a concentration of 
such events, during a period of severe climatic irregularity known as the Maldà 
Anomaly. However, the cause-and-effect relationship for proxies of historical weather, 
price volatility and bunt plague was only significant in Seville. A complementary fac-
tor that explains the abundance of literature was access to agricultural articles and books 
from France, where the common bunt also existed. The first experiments to understand 
the plague and how to control it were performed there. These events are framed in the 
Spanish Enlightenment and early physiocratic ideas advocating the importance of agri-
culture in maintaining the wealth of a country. 
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Correlación entre datos de clima histórico y ataques 
de tizón del trigo en España, 1755-1801 
PALABRAS CLAVE: Anomalía Maldà, rogativas pro serenitate, Ti-
lletia, Triticum. 
CÓDIGOS JEL: N0, N5, Q0, Q1. 
Durante 1755-1801 existen bastantes artículos e informes sobre el tizón del trigo en España, una plaga trasmitida por semilla y de difícil control en esa época. El objetivo de este trabajo es conocer la importancia de esta plaga en 
esta época, incluida su relación con indicadores históricos de lluvia y los años descritos 
con mayores ataques. Para ello, se relacionaron registros documentales de lluvias extre-
mas y series anuales de precios de trigo en cuatro localidades (Murcia, Sevilla, Toledo 
y Zamora) con datos de las descripciones de epifitias de tizón de los artículos. La ma-
yor severidad del tizón del trigo coincidió con una concentración de episodios de lluvia 
excesiva, en un periodo de fuerte irregularidad climática conocido como anomalía 
Maldà, aunque la relación causa-efecto entre indicadores de tiempo atmosférico histó-
rico, precio del grano y la plaga solo fue significativa en Sevilla. Otro factor comple-
mentario que explica la abundancia de estos artículos sobre el tizón fue una conexión 
con artículos y libros de agricultura procedentes de Francia, donde también existía el 
tizón, y donde se realizaron los primeros experimentos para entender la plaga y su con-
trol. Todas estas circunstancias se engloban dentro del periodo de la Ilustración espa-
ñola y en el inicio de las ideas fisiocráticas que propugnaban la importancia de la agri-
cultura para mantener la riqueza de un país. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the Spain of the late 18th century cereals occupied circa 7.6 million ha (the same amount 
was fallowed), while vine and olive tree acreage were 1.6 and 0.9 million ha, respectively 
(Rivero, 2013: 37). Wheat was the main cereal (and crop) in Spain with an acreage rang-
ing between 4-4.5 million ha and an annual production of 1.8-2 million t. Yields were low 
(about 450 kg/ha) due to the limited precipitation, the poor soils of the great Meseta 
(plateau of Spain), and the scant fertilization (Rivero, 2013: 102, 116). The supply was 
frequently insufficient since bread consumption was very high (about 0.75 kg per person 
and day) in the 18th and 19th centuries (Rivero, 2013: 215-16). Sowing (siembra) time was 
around October-November while harvesting (cosecha) took place between June (south-
ern Spain) and July (northern Spain). Wheat was sown close to almost all villages and 
towns of Spain, but especially in the basins of the great rivers such as the Guadalquivir 
(where Seville is located), Tagus (where Toledo is located), Duero (where Zamora is lo-
cated), and Segura (where Murcia is located) (Royo & Briceño-Felix, 2011: 125-26). 
Wheat has a multitude of potential plagues. Rust outbreaks were often reported in an-
tiquity. Stem rust spores were retrieved from excavations in Israel in the late Bronze Age 
(3,300 BP) (Kislev, 1982), while Romans had a divinity for wheat rust named Robigus 
and a ceremony called Robigalia that was celebrated on April 25. According to Zadoks 
(2013: 226-28) plague and pest outbreaks in past times were more frequent at the local 
level (scale 10 km), less frequent regionally (scale 100 km), and very rarely continentally 
(scale 1,000 km), and were caused by different organisms, especially large insects and 
small mammals (locusts, rodents, rabbits, etc.). Little is known, however, about the 
presence or damage caused by wheat plagues and pests in the past in Spain. It seems that 
several agronomic practices of antiquity somehow buffered plant plague build-up, such 
as crop rotations, low seed rate, limited fertilization, and a noteworthy genetic diversity 
within and between wheat landraces (Zadoks, 2013: 226-28). Still, there were occasional 
favourable epidemiological conditions that resulted in severe outbreaks that damaged 
wheat. There are not many references to wheat plagues in the 17th and 18th centuries in 
Spain, although it seems that the pests locusts (Alberola, 2012; García Torres, 2015; 
Muñoz, 2019) and granary weevils (Azcárate, 1997: 185) and the fungi of common bunt 
(Azcárate & Maldonado, 1992), and rusts (mainly stem rust, although yellow and leaf rust 
were also present) (Martínez Moreno & Solís, 2019) were the main wheat plagues. 
Common bunt (or bunt) is a seed- and soil-borne plague caused by the fungal species 
Tilletia tritici and T. laevis. Common bunt spores are in the soil or the seed and infect 
wheat seedlings. The fungus develops inside the wheat plant and permeates the young 
spikelet and the wheat kernel where new spores are formed, replacing the interior of the 
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kernel with a black mass of spores that are easily disseminated to clean grains at harvest 
time, and also to the soil. It has been associated with wheat cultivation since the begin-
ning of recorded history (Wilcoxson & Saari, 1996: 12-3). Common bunt produces sev-
eral negative effects, the most obvious being decreased wheat production. In addition, bunt 
spores contaminate the wheat seed to be used for sowing the next season, further prop-
agating the plague, while the quality of bread produced with even slightly bunted flour is 
poor with an unpleasant rotten fish odour (Dubin & Duveiller, 2011: 1163). In the pe-
riod 1755-1801, there were abundant reports and articles about common bunt outbreaks 
in different parts of Spain (Azcárate & Maldonado, 1992). 
The effect of rain and dew on cereal plagues has been observed since antiquity. Aris-
totle (384-322 BCE) mentioned that the damage caused by rust was exacerbated by hu-
midity, and Theophrastus (371-287 BCE) wrote that rust was a process brought about by 
sunshine following dew (Chester, 1946: 3). Rainfall increases moisture in the air raising 
relative humidity on the plant surface and, like temperature, boosts plant plague devel-
opment. Many plagues caused by fungi develop from spores that germinate in the pres-
ence of high humidity in the air or a film of water covering the leaf or other plant parts. 
High soil moisture and low temperatures around the time of seedling emergence (Novem-
ber, December, January) are linked to greater severity of common bunt (Benlloch, 
1948). Furthermore, high moisture and rainfall during wheat anthesis (heading), which 
corresponds to March and April, have also been correlated to bunt (Allen et al., 2009; 
Workneh et al., 2008). In the late 18th century, Spain (especially the east side) experienced 
highly unstable hydrometeorological conditions known as the Maldà Anomaly, which was 
a period during the Little Ice Age (Oliva et al., 2018) in which the characteristics of the 
Mediterranean climate were exaggerated, alternating between drought and heavy rain, 
floods, snowfall, and storms at sea. The ten-year period from 1785-95 had the highest fre-
quency of floods and droughts. Other regions of the Mediterranean Rim, such as Sicily, 
the Balkans, and the Adriatic coast, also experienced climatic anomalies at this time (Bar-
riendos & Llasat, 2003).  
The objective of this article is thus to provide insight into the outbreaks of common 
bunt in wheat between 1755 and 1801, including the relationship with historical rainfall 
indexes, years of higher severity, impact on production, and control measures of the time.  
2. METHODOLOGY 
Several information sources regarding the period 1755-1801 were consulted and analyzed 
to meet the objectives of this study. First was information from the historical common bunt 
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TABLE 1 
Characteristics of the reported common bunt outbreaks of 1755-1801 in Spain 
Outbreak Location (province or region) Source Journal
— — Anonymous (1755) Discursos mercuriales
— — Anonymous (1765) Semanario económico
1783, 1784, 
1785, 1786
(Adrados) Segovia Sainz (1786)
Actas y memorias de la Real Sociedad Eco-
nómica de los Amigos del País de la provin-
cia de Segovia
1785 Segovia Alcalá (1786a)
Actas y memorias de la Real Sociedad Eco-
nómica de los Amigos del País de la provin-
cia de Segovia
— Segovia Alcalá (1786b)
Actas y memorias de la Real Sociedad Eco-
nómica de los Amigos del País de la provin-
cia de Segovia
— — Anonymous (1790) Memorial literario
1790
Pamplona region (Navarra), 
Murcia region, Granada region, 
Alcarria region (Guadalajara), 
Madrid region, La Sagra region 
(Toledo), Talavera de la Reina 
Lucas (1790) Memorial literario
—
Herencia (Ciudad Real), Maru-
gán (Segovia)
Valle (1790) Memorial literario
— — Lucas (1794) Memorial literario
— Madrid Higueras (1797) 
Memorias de la Real Sociedad de Amigos 
del País de Madrid
—
(Ardales) Málaga, Tijola (Alme-
ría)
Benitez (1797)
Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
— — Vaux (1797)
Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
— Jaca (Huesca) and Huesca Clavero (1797)
Semanario de Agricultura y Artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
— — Anonymous (1797)
Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
— Lagunilla (Logroño) Palacios (1798)
Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
— — Anonymous (1799)





Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a 
los párrocos
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reports. These provided information about specific seasons and locations of common bunt 
outbreaks, control methods, and even the impact of the plague. Second were geoclimatic 
descriptions of the four studied locations. Third were data of extreme rain events and of 
drought events. The former indicated possible periods favourable to common bunt out-
breaks that were checked against the written reports of the time. Fourth was wheat grain 
price volatility. The annual series of wheat prices at three out of the four locations were 
used to analyze the relationships between seasons with extreme rain events, seasons with 
common bunt outbreaks, and seasons with rising wheat prices. Fifth was information on 
the political and economic situation of the late 18th century in Spain. 
2.1. Common bunt reports and articles 
Seventeen reports and articles on common bunt in different Spanish journals of the time 
were found and consulted during the studied period (see Table 1). The basis of the se-
arch was an article by Azcárate and Maldonado (1992) describing an abundance of re-
ports and articles on common bunt at that time in Spain. Most documents are now avai-
lable online. 
2.2. Description of the studied locations 
Four locations (Murcia, Seville, Toledo, and Zamora) were selected for being important 
wheat areas in Spain in the past, and for having abundant documentary information on 
extreme rain events. The characteristics of selected locations are presented in Table 2. All 
locations are cities close to a river (Segura river at Murcia, Guadalquivir at Seville, Tagus 
at Toledo, and Duero at Zamora) and surrounded by river basins with deep wet clay soil 
prone to wheat cultivation in a Mediterranean environment. Toledo and Zamora are on 
the Spanish Plateau at an elevation close to 600 m while Murcia and Seville are near co-
astal areas at elevations near sea level (42 and 11 m respectively). Therefore, the clima-
tes of Toledo and Zamora are more extreme than those of Murcia and Seville. Seville is 
the warmest location with a mean temperature of 36.0 ºC during the warmest month and 
5.7 ºC during the coldest month (data from 1981-2010). Zamora was the coldest loca-
tion with a mean temperature of 30.4 ºC during the warmest month and 0.9 ºC during 
the coldest month (data from 1981-2010). 
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TABLE 2 
Geoclimatic characteristics of the selected locations of the present study 
Characteristics Murcia Seville Toledo Zamora 
River basin Segura Guadalquivir Tagus Duero 
Climate (current)1 BSh Csa BSk BSk 
Temp. min. coldest month 4.7  5.7  1.3  0.9 
Temp. (mean) 18.6 19.2 15.8 13.1 
Temp. max. warmest month 34.2 36.0 34.6 30.4 
Height (m above sea level) 42 11 516 649 
Annual precipitation (mm)2 297 539 342 379 
Precipitation days (>1 mm)2 37 51 54 64 
Geographic coordinates 37º59’10’’N 37º23’00’’N 39º52’00’’N 41º29’56’’N  
1º07’49’’O 5º59’00’’O 4º02’00’’O 5º45’20’’O 
Note: climate after Köppen-Geiger classification (Kottek et al., 2006). Csa: temperate, dry and hot sum-
mer; BSh: arid, steppe, hot; BSk: arid, steppe, cold. 
Sources: data by Agencia Estatal de Meteorología (Murcia, 1984-2010; Seville, 1981-2010; Toledo, 1982-
2010; Zamora, 1981-2010) (AEMET, 2019). 
2.3. Data of extreme rain events (mainly pro serenitate rogations) 
Extreme rain events between 1755 and 1801 were recorded to see rainfall patterns du-
ring the studied time frame (the period November-May, which encompasses the wheat 
growing season). Extreme rain data were extracted from private and administrative do-
cumentary sources. The main type of information was the pro serenitate rogations, cere-
monies organized by the Catholic Church to pray for the lessening or cessation of heavy 
and continuous rains, which can serve as proxy data for past climates as they were re-
corded in reliable administrative documents generated by public institutions, with a date 
and a description of the state of affairs. The rogations’ documentary records are preser-
ved in local authorities’ administrative archives, such as the books of accounts of City 
Councils (ayuntamientos) and Cathedral Chapters (cabildos catedralicios), where all 
quotidian affairs of the respective institutions were recorded and preserved daily. The avai-
lability of the records of rogations was continuous and systematic in the studied period 
(Rodrigo & Barriendos, 2008). The rogation act was a response that involved several 
agents. The heavy and continuous rains greatly worried farmers, so they communicated 
the situation to their guild leaders, who in turn requested the town authorities for an in-
tervention. If the decision was positive and rogation was to be initiated, a delegation would 
be sent to the ecclesiastical authorities. The Church could receive advice, but it was res-
ponsible for the organization of the ceremonies which included date setting, liturgical pro-
cedure, and type of prayer (Martín Vide & Barriendos, 1995). 
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Additional information was also obtained from private documentary sources, such as 
dietaries and chronicles. Bibliographical sources also provided information about extreme 
weather events, mostly collected by local historians. Most events recorded in the pro seren-
itate rogation ceremonies and other sources correspond to prolonged rains that could have 
caused problems for the wheat crop. Flash floods, torrential rains of short duration, and 
snow melting processes were discarded because they usually are produced by convective 
atmospheric processes that had a very local effect. Nevertheless, in all cases this additional 
information offered a more complete scenario for rainfall patterns, facilitating the inter-
pretation and characteristics of rainfall and identifying large-scale persistent rainfall or 
small-scale convective events. After the authors first applied the methodology of search-
ing for pro serenitate rogations (Barriendos, 1997), other efforts were focused on recon-
struction and characterization of rainfall patterns in the Iberian Peninsula using the above-
mentioned historical proxies (Rodrigo & Barriendos, 2008). 
All this information was collected in a spreadsheet by location and year. Since most 
of the events had a date, each one was assigned a month, hence the temporal resolution 
was monthly. Events were classified in three levels according to their severity and conse-
quences: a) pro serenitate rogations or simple river flood; b) extraordinary flooding with 
disturbing but not destructive river overflows; c) catastrophic flooding and destructive 
overflows. Methodologies for data collection on documentary and bibliographical sources, 
cataloguing and classification of information were developed and improved in different 
steps to guarantee the reliability and homogeneity of data and indices (Barriendos & 
Martín Vide, 1998; Barriendos et al., 2014). Two common bunt indexes were made from 
the written reports and the excessive rain events:  
a) References bunt index: a general index (the same for all four locations) in which 
a value was given to every season, which was drawn from references to speci-
fic years in the consulted reports on common bunt. Out of the period 1755-
1801 (0); within the period of references to common bunt (1755-1801) (0.5); 
references to bunt outbreak years (1770, 1781-99) (1); references to more spe-
cific bunt outbreak years (1783-87, 1790) (1.5). 
b) Rainfall bunt index (from the extreme rain events): catastrophic floodings (0.5); 
extraordinary flooding, disturbing but not destructive river overflows (0.75); pro 
serenitate rogations or periods of persistent rains (1). Excessive rain events from 
November, December, and January received a value +1, since higher common 
bunt severity is positively correlated with rainfall at sowing time (Benlloch, 
1948). 
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2.4. Drought years (pro pluvia rogations) 
Drought years were extracted from pro pluvia rogations (ceremonies organized by the 
Church during droughts to pray for rain) in the studied period 1755-1801. Information 
about these rogations were drawn from the same sources as the pro serenitate rogations 
and were divided into three classes: a) low-level pro pluvia rogations (displayed in chur-
ches), signifying minor drought conditions that nonetheless prompted some action; b) me-
dium-level pro pluvia rogations (displayed in public spaces) signifying serious drought with 
an impact on crops; c) maximum-level pro pluvia rogations, signifying catastrophic 
drought with irreversible effects such as major harvest losses resulting in a subsistence cri-
sis (Martín Vide & Barriendos, 1995; Domínguez Castro et al., 2012; Tejedor et al., 2019). 
2.5. Wheat price volatility 
Wheat price annual series were used as a proxy for wheat production. They have a hig-
her reliability with respect to the tithe documentation, mostly taken from rented land that 
did not properly reflect the production during the studied period (Llopis et al., 2018). 
Data series with prices from Seville (1726-1800) were obtained from Ponsot (1986: 520-
21). Wheat price series from Murcia (1762-1800) were taken from Llopis and Sotoca 
(2005), while wheat prices from Zamora (1726-88) were drawn from Llopis and Jerez 
(2001). Wheat prices at Toledo could not be found. The indexes of the cost of living were 
extracted from Llopis et al. (2009). Seville’s and Murcia’s prices were referenced to the 
cost of living in Seville while Zamora prices were referenced to the cost of living of ne-
arby Palencia. Since wheat prices at Seville and Zamora were taken in January while har-
vest time was June-July, they indicate (as proxy data) the wheat production of the previous 
season. Murcia prices, which were taken in July, were used as a proxy of the just-harves-
ted season. In Seville, barley prices were also available for most of the studied period (Pon-
sot, 1986: 514-15). Barley, unlike wheat, is minimally affected by the common bunt. A 
correlation analysis between wheat price and the two bunt indexes was performed at Se-
ville, Murcia, and Zamora. The correlation coefficient of Spearman –more appropriate 
since the lack of normality of the data– and the P-value –to assess the statistical signifi-
cance of the correlations– were calculated.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
3.1. Weather and common bunt at specific locations 
In the period 1755-90, several journals raised the subject of the common bunt (Discur-
sos mercuriales, Semanario económico, Memorias de la Real Sociedad de Amigos del País, 
Memorial literario, Semanario de agricultura y artes dirigido a los párrocos). The seven-
teen collected reports were short documents of various origins. Some were translations 
from articles published in France, others were authored by people from villages in con-
tact with the problem (including priests and anonymous writers), while still others seem 
to have been written by people from large urban societies (e.g. Real Sociedad de Amigos 
del País) to address issues of national concern. In general, these reports and articles sho-
wed great concern regarding the common bunt, and at the same time were looking for 
explanations and solutions. During 1783-87 there were reports of common bunt outbreaks 
at specific places such as Segovia (Alcalá, 1786a, 1786b; Sainz, 1786; Valle, 1790), and 
in 1790 this plague was reported at different locations throughout Spain (Navarra, Mur-
cia, Toledo, Granada, Guadalajara, Madrid, etc.) (Lucas, 1790). In general, it seems that 
the common bunt was scattered all over the wheat areas of Spain (see Figure 1). 
FIGURE 1 
Map with selected locations from which extreme rain events were recorded, 
river names cross those locations, and locations and regions mentioned 
in the common bunt outbreak of 1755-1801 
 
Source: locations where the presence of common bunt was recorded were taken from Table 1.
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TABLE 3 
Description by year and wheat growing months of extreme rain events 
(as determined by pro serenitate rogations, among other types of evidence) 
and drought events (pro pluvia rogations) in Spain, 1755-1801 
 
Notes: year of extreme rain event in bold print; year of pro pluvia rogation in normal print. 
Intensity of the extreme rain event between brackets: (1) pro serenitate rogations or simple river flood; (2) 
extraordinary flooding with disturbing but not destructive river overflows; (3) catastrophic flooding and des-
tructive overflows. Intensity of the drought event between brackets: (1) simple pro pluvia rogation (minor 
drought conditions that nonetheless prompted some action); (2) complex and public pro pluvia rogation 
(severe drought with impacts on crops); (3) pro pluvia rogation of maximum level (catastrophic drought with 
irreversible effects such as major harvest losses resulting in a subsistence crisis). 
Sources: Barriendos and Martín Vide (1998); Barriendos et al. (2014).
Month Murcia Seville Toledo Zamora No. 
January
1763(1), 1768(1), 1777(1), 1778(3) / 
1758(1), 1759(2), 1773(1), 1774(2), 
1775(2), 1776(2), 1780(2), 1782(1), 
1798(2)
1758(3), 1763(2), 1768(2), 
1769(1), 1772(1), 1778(3), 
1784(1), 1785(1), 1786(2), 
1787(2), 1789(2), 1791(2), 





1787(1) 22 / 11
February
1763(1), 1782(1) / 1758(2), 1760(2), 
1765(1), 1769(1), 1770(1), 1771(1), 
1776(1), 1780(2), 1781(2), 1783(1), 
1787(1), 1789(2), 1792(2), 1799(2), 
1800(2)
1777(2), 1786(1), 1795(2), 






1788(2) 8 / 23
March
1794(1), 1759(1), 1760(2), 1765(1), 
1766(1), 1767(2), 1770(2), 1774(1), 
1777(1), 1780(2), 1781(2), 1783(2), 
1784(1), 1787(2), 1789(2), 1790(2), 
1791(2), 1792(2), 1793(2), 1799(2), 
1800(2), 1801(2)
1772(2), 1784(1), 1785(1), 
1786(3), 1800(1) / 1775(1), 
1780(1), 1781(2), 1789(1), 






1781(2) 6 / 34
April
1790(1), 1794(1), 1797(1) / 1766(1), 
1770(2), 1772(2), 1780(2), 1782(1), 
1783(2), 1786(1), 1791(2), 1792(2), 
1793(2), 1798(2)
1777(1), 1786(2), 1800(1) / 
































June 1792(1), 1797(1), 1798(1) 1773(1) – 1788(1) / 1793(2)  5 / 1
November
1756(1), 1777(1), 1783(1) / 1757(2), 
1758(2), 1759(1), 1760(2), 1762(2), 
1764(1), 1765(2), 1768(2), 1770(2), 
1773(2), 1774(2), 1775(1), 1778(2), 
1779(1), 1780(2), 1781(2), 1785(1), 
1787(2), 1788(1), 1789(1), 1792(1), 
1795(2), 1796(2), 1800(2) 
1796(1), 1799(2) / 1764(1), 







1764(1) 5 / 37
December
1783(1), 1796(1), 1801(1) / 1757(2), 
1758(2), 1773(2), 1774(2), 1779(2), 
1780(2), 1781(2), 1787(2), 1792(1), 
1800(2)






Total 20 / 90 39 / 25 5-31 3-26 67 / 172
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Common bunt was favoured by the unstable weather and many extreme rain events of 
the Maldà Anomaly period. This fact is confirmed by many studies correlating that plague 
with increased soil moisture and low temperature after sowing, at the time of emergence 
and establishment of the seedling (about December-January) (Benlloch, 1948), but also 
at wheat heading or espigado (late March and early April) (Smiley, 1997; Workneh et al., 
2008; Allen et al., 2009). The period 1755-1801, which encompasses the Maldà Anomaly, 
accounted for 66 extreme rain events (39 at Seville, 20 at Murcia, five at Toledo, and two 
at Zamora), which is a greater number than expected if records were evenly distributed 
in the period 1700-1850 (41.4 events, therefore more than 50% higher than expected, 
data not shown) (Table 3). Most events were recorded in January (22) and December 
(19), two of the months most conducive to the plague. But drought years and therefore 
the corresponding pro pluvia rogations were also frequent at this time (also depicted in 
Table 3). Of the 172 rogations of this kind recorded in the four locations more than half 
were noted in Murcia (90), followed by Toledo (31), Zamora (26), and Seville (25). Mur-
cia had these rogations in all years of the studied period except 1761, 1763, 1794, and 
1797. November (37), March (34), and April (32) were the months with the most pro plu-
via rogations. Generally, the period 1755-82 was dry, with a lack of precipitation in late 
winter and early spring. During 1783-88 extreme rain events and cold winters were fre-
quents, and from 1789 to 1801 weather returned to the Maldà Anomaly’s general con-
ditions (strong and short periods of rain within an ongoing drought). 
3.1.1. Period 1755-1782 
In general, this period was characterized by severe drought with isolated rainy years. In six 
years, pro pluvia rogations were celebrated at all four locations (1764, 1765, 1770, 1779, 
1780, and 1781). However, the years 1763, 1777, 1778 had pro serenitate rogations cele-
brated at Murcia, Seville, and Toledo. References to common bunt in those years could 
not be found, but Sainz pointed out the presence of common bunt in 1770 in Segovia pro-
vince while performing some observations with the help of some local farmers: [...] with 
the desire to investigate the cause, and that of 1770, due to the fact that this vice [the com-
mon bunt] had become particular with the seeds of four farmers, [...]. This author also ad-
dressed 1781 and 1782 as years that bunt spoiled his seed: [...] But in the year of 81, a kind 
of humid mist1 that came from the north on the day that the seed was cleaned, was enough 
cause to infect the grain of the immediate harvest in a large part: the same accident occurred 
in the year of 82, falling some waters at time to clean the seed, [...] (Sainz, 1786: 328, 332). 
1. When writing the Spanish word niebla (mist) this author (and others) refers indistinctly to both 
mist and common bunt.
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3.1.2. Period 1783-1788 
The year 1783 marked a change in the atmospheric patterns of Spain. In June the erup-
tion of the Laki volcano (Iceland) altered the atmosphere of Europe (and North Ame-
rica), including Spain, causing a drop in temperature, increasing torrential and persis-
tent rainfall, and provoking agricultural losses (Alberola, 2012; Barriendos & Gómez, 
1997). This period accounted for 19 extreme rain events in the four studied locations, 
while only 5.9 events would be expected according to an even distribution in the period 
1700-1850. In addition, this period was relatively free of pro pluvia rogations with only 
16, mostly in Murcia (Murcia, 12; Seville, 0; Toledo, 1; Zamora, 3) (Table 3). The Gua-
dalquivir river overflowed its banks in December 1783, causing enormous problems in 
Seville (Alberola & Arrioja, 2020). From summer 1783 to April 1784 there were catas-
trophic deluges through the east and south of Spain, affecting Catalonia, Aragon, Valencia, 
and Andalusia (Alberola et al., 2018). October 1783 saw three consecutive floodings of 
Segura river, which passed by Murcia (García Torres, 2017). The winter of 1783-84 was 
very hard, and 1784 is considered one of the coldest years in the recorded history of Wes-
tern Europe (Tejedor et al., 2017; Muñoz, 2019). Between 1785 and 1789 strong rains 
fell constantly all over Spain, including Andalusia. In 1786, the rain was persistent in Se-
ville from January to May, and pro serenitate rogations were celebrated each month. The 
year 1787 continued to be characterized by unstable weather in most of Spain. In January 
1787, a pro serenitate rogation was celebrated at Zamora while strong rains were recor-
ded at Seville. 
The years 1783-86 were reported by Sainz (1786), and 1785, 1786, and 1787 were 
cited by Vallín (1801) as years of common bunt surges. This period is key to this study. 
Sainz (1786: 332) wrote that all the harvest of year 83 was covered by mist [(i.e. common 
bunt) and that] in the years of 84 and 85, in which, especially in this last one, the mist in 
this location and nearby areas has been very general [Segovia], and Vallín (1801: 357) stated 
that in the years of 1785, 86, and 87 there was common bunt in many parts [of Spain]. In-
terestingly, common bunt outbreaks in France were also reported in 1785 and 1787 
(Zadoks, 2008: 161). The year 1788 was not included among the years with specific men-
tions to bunt, but it was reported to be a cold winter and an extremely raining autumn 
(García Torres, 2017) with overflows of several rivers, including the Duero as it crossed 
Zamora (Alberola, 2015). By June, pro serenitate rogations were recorded at Zamora and 
at Toledo. Beginning in September 1788, hail-laden downpours affected the east of the 
country, including the town of Orihuela (20 km apart from Murcia) which was affected 
by a Segura river overflow in November (García Torres, 2017).  
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3.1.3. Period 1789-1801 
The years 1789 and 1790 were dry with many pro pluvia rogations celebrated all over 
Spain, especially in the east (Cremades, 2017; García Torres, 2017). Starting in 1789, 
Spain experienced a thermal recovery in which droughts were frequent, accompanied by 
harsh winters and short wet springs (Alberola & Arrioja, 2020). Nonetheless, 1790 has 
been counted a year of common bunt outbreaks in this study since Lucas (1790: 277) 
pointed out that in the present year common bunt has possibly removed a seventh part of 
the wheat harvest. Most likely, inoculum from previous years were still either in the soil 
or in contaminated grain since it has been proved that in a field infected with common 
bunt, the inoculum remains active in that soil for several years (Wilcoxon & Saari, 1996: 
1-2). Anyway, in January 1789 and 1791, pro serenitate rogations were recorded at Sevi-
lle. The year 1793 saw pro pluvia rogations at the four locations, while in 1794, 1798, and 
1797 rogations of this class were recorded at three sites. 
Although several years of higher severity have been pointed out, the common bunt was 
present every season in Spain. As Vallín (1801: 356) pointed out I dare to say that I have 
observed nature in this same act in the years of 1785, 86 and 87 and we have always had 
common bunt in this country I inhabit. 
3.2. Wheat price volatility and common bunt 
Wheat price volatility was a proxy for the wheat production of the previous season at Se-
ville and Zamora. Many factors can influence wheat price, including grain importation, 
immobilization of the harvest, taxes, storage capacity, municipal regulations, etc., but pro-
duction is generally the main factor. Excess of water in the soil, excessive temperatures 
at heading, plagues, and pests all have negative impacts on wheat production.  
At Seville, where a more complete set of data was obtained, wheat prices (more than 
28 pts/hl, pesetas per hectolitre, Table 5) may indicate that wheat production was low dur-
ing the seasons of 1762-63, 1763-64, 1767-68, 1768-69, 1776-77, 1784-85, 1785-86, and 
1791-92. At this location alone, wheat prices correlated significantly and positively with 
the rainfall bunt index (r= 0.44, P= 0.00) (Table 4, Figure 2). Therefore, high prices might 
have been caused by a factor linked to rainfall, such as common bunt. In fact, farmers 
around Seville area traditionally did not like heavily rainy years since many plagues built 
up and wheat production could decrease. On the other hand, Toledo and Zamora have 
a drier and more extreme climate (typical of the Spanish plateau), making them less in-
clined to plagues, and rainy years favour higher production. It has been explained that 
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common bunt was over all the wheat areas of Spain, but some areas (like Seville) were 
more prone to common bunt infections than others (such as Toledo or Zamora). Rust is 
another wheat disease favoured by high rainfall. Interestingly, Alcalá Galiano wrote 
about the wheat rust in Spain in 1786, and the Guadalquivir Valley (where Seville rests) 
has been an area prone to wheat rust (Alcalá, 1786b; Martínez Moreno & Solís, 2019). 
Anyway, the references to rust were far less numerous than those to common bunt dur-
ing the studied time (a ratio of seventeen to one), and Seville also had good conditions 
for common bunt (consistent rainy season, clay soils capable of storing large amounts of 
water, mild winter and spring temperatures, and low altitude) (Wilcoxon & Saari, 1996: 
2). In the cited seasons of high wheat prices (i.e., low production), Seville also had a high 
ratio of wheat prices to barley prices (above 2), and a high rainfall index (more than 0.75) 
(see Figure 2). Barley is not much affected by common bunt, therefore a high ratio of 
wheat to barley prices may give us a clue about the possible presence of common bunt. 
In part this may be due to the fact that farmers usually cultivated barley in sandy or silty 
soils, which makes it less susceptible to plague, while wheat is sown in the river valley 
(Guadalquivir Valley in this case) where heavy rain is more conducive to plagues. 
TABLE 4 
Correlation between wheat price (referred to the cost of living) and two bunt indexes 
in Seville (1726-99), Murcia (1762-1800), and Zamora (1726-87) 
Wheat price Seville Wheat price Murcia Wheat price Zamora 
References bunt index 0.203a -0.092 0.158 
(Seville / Murcia / Zamora) (74)b (39) (62) 
0.083b 0.569 0.217 
Rainfall bunt index 0.440 -0.005 0.120 
(Seville / Murcia / Zamora) (74) (39) (62) 
0.000 0.977 0.349 
a Correlation coefficient of Spearman. 
b Number of analyzed cases (years). 
c P value. Values lower than 0.05 indicate a significant correlation. 
Source: data for statistical analysis were taken from Tables 3, 5, 6, and 7. 
 
In the Murcia series (1762-1800) (Table 6) the seasons 1774-75, 1775-76, 1789-90, and 
1793-94 had both high wheat price prices (more than 29.5 rs./fa, reales por fanega, ref-
erenced to the cost of living) and high rainfall bunt index. Wheat prices of Zamora (1726-
88) are depicted in Table 7. The seasons 1760-61, 1761-62, 1768-69, 1777-78, 1778-79, 
1779-80, 1782-83, 1785-86, and 1786-87 had high wheat prices (more than 18 rs./fa., 
referenced to the cost of living) in the studied period, whereas the only seasons with a rain-
fall pattern conducive to common bunt were 1786-87 and 1787-88. The 1786-87 sea-
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son is a good candidate for being a year of higher common bunt outbreak, since the wheat 
price that year was high, and it belongs to the period 1783-87 in which reports of com-
mon bunt were frequent all over Spain. Information on wheat prices and prices index 
could not be found at Toledo in the studied time, but the years 1761, 1769, 1778-80, and 
1783 recorded rain events that could cause common bunt outbreaks. 
FIGURE 2 
Wheat and barley prices (relative to cost of life), and rainfall bunt index 
in Seville in the period 1726-1800 
 
Note: wheat price (pts/hl) and barley price (rs./fa.) are referred to the Y-axis on the left, while rainfall bunt 
index is referred to the Y-axis on the right. 
Source: data to make this figure were taken from Table 5. 
3.3. Common bunt management at the time 
The first report of 1755 recommended to plant wheat in elevated areas and not in low va-
lleys, where mist may provoke the plague (Anonymous, 1755; Azcárate & Maldonado, 1992: 
313). Another anonymous report states that the cause of the bunt is contact with other grains 
or straw, and with the excessive heat and moisture of the sheaves. They propose to choose 
only clean grains to plant and to thresh on a clean threshing floor (Anonymous, 1765: 41). 
The most generalized opinion was that common bunt was caused by mist (hence the 
synonym niebla or añublo). This explanation was accompanied by others, such as wet 
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and dirt at the threshing floor (Anonymous, 1790: 226). Benitez (1797) considered early 
harvesting and threshing to avoid possible rainfall and moisture on the grains and siev-
ing the wheat grains (to remove dirt) and cover them with ash. Some other writers be-
lieved in the modern theories developed by the French botanist M. Tillet stating that the 
same black powder within the infected spikes was the cause of the plague (Azcárate & Mal-
donado, 1992). In the 18th and 19th century, the application of a lime-ash water solution 
(lechada de cal or lexia de cal)2 to the seed was continuously reported as the most effec-
tive mean to control the plague (Sainz, 1786; Higueras, 1797; Palacios, 1798; Anonymous, 
1799), although two reports doubted its efficacy (Benitez, 1797; Vallín, 1801)3. Accord-
ing to Vallín (1801: 354) when refuting the Tillet theories, […] it is difficult for me to see 
that an atom of dust that is buried with the grain at a certain depth, and that is washed by 
rains and snows of a whole winter, can influence the product of the grain to which it is stuck, 
mainly when the grain is not vitiated its internal organization, what is this subtle poison that 
can neither the water nor the earth extinguish? (...) Is it possible that it is so malignant that 
it waits for the germ to form, for the roots to take their full force, and for the grain to be formed, 
to devour it suddenly and circumvent our hopes? This did, in fact, describe the reality with 
some accuracy, but at that time the relationship between pathogen agent (cause) and plant 
plague (consequence) was not well understood (Agrios, 2005: 18). 
Regarding production loss, a report of the time (mentioned above) reckons a one-sev-
enth loss of wheat harvest (14.2%) due to common bunt in Spain in 1790 (Lucas, 1790), 
which seems quite realistic, and fits with other reports at the end of the twentieth cen-
tury in Turkey and Iran (Dubin & Duveiller, 2011: 1163).  
3.4. The Enlightenment in Spain and the French connection 
It is interesting to note that common bunt outbreaks were also reported in France in the 
18th century, some of them a bit earlier. In 1739 most of the wheat in the Electorate of Cha-
tellarault was destroyed by the common bunt. From 1730 to 1750, losses from common 
bunt in wheat were so frequent that French farmers appealed to the newspapers for in-
2. Sometimes ash (normally from the wood combustion) was replaced by lye, potash, urine, soot, 
or sea salt (AZCÁRATE & MALDONADO, 1992; ANONYMOUS, 1797).
3. A few years earlier to the common bunt outbreaks in Spain, in 1755 French botanist M. Tillet, 
working with the common bunt, showed that he could increase the number of wheat plants develop-
ing the plague by dusting wheat kernels before planting with common bunt dust (the spores). He 
also could see the spores under the microscope but believed that is was a toxin from the common bunt 
dust, rather than the living spores and their infection process, that caused the plague. He also proposed 
the use of a lime-ash water solution in the seed to reduce the plagued wheat plants (TILLET, 1937).
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formation on the nature and control of this plague. In 1750 the prestigious Journal de Ver-
dun was receiving many inquiries concerning common bunt (Zundel, 1953: 4-5). In 1784-
87 there were again reports of common bunt attacks throughout France and they were 
so severe that threshers fell ill, some even died, because of breathing so many spores (Zadoks, 
2008: 161). This problem prompted Tillet to do experimental work and in 1755 to write 
an essay explaining the cause of the common bunt, a seed-borne plague of infectious na-
ture (Gaudet & Menzies, 2012). Tillet demonstrated that the dark powder of the infec-
ted grains was the cause of the plague4. Coincidentally, that year corresponds to the first 
of many articles written in Spain. Therefore, the news from France influenced and pro-
moted many of the articles in Spain, although most likely common bunt was affecting 
wheat in Spain earlier. Three of the reports consulted for this study were translations of 
French reports on the common bunt, and a fourth one is based on the results of an ex-
periment performed in France. A 1791 letter by the “French citizen” Cadet de Vaux, from 
the Society of Agriculture of Paris, was translated and published in the Semanario de agri-
cultura y artes in 1797 (Vaux, 1797: 342). It clearly states that the cause of the common 
bunt is the same dark powder that grows instead of the kernel and proposes the use of clean 
seed and washing the seed in a lime-ash water solution. He also mentions common bunt 
outbreaks during 1784-87 and 1791 in different regions of France, which almost coincide 
with the period in which this plague struck with a greater severity in Spain, as described 
in this study (1783-87 and 1790). Likewise, a translation from French into Spanish of a 
report by the Society of Agriculture from the Department of the Seine from 1797 about 
how to apply a lime-ash water solution to the wheat seed was published in the Semana-
rio de agricultura y artes (Anonymous, 1799). Alcalá Galiano (1786a: 4) published an ar-
ticle to explain the causes of common bunt and the means to prevent the plague following 
recent experiences made in view of the King of France in Rambouillet by Mr. Tessier [a re-
searcher who repeated Tillet’s experiments], a member of the Royal Academy of Sciences. 
At this time, the Kingdom of Spain was governed by the House of Bourbon (Fernando 
VI, 1746-59; Carlos III, 1759-88; Carlos IV, 1788-1808), of French origin, which had re-
cently replaced the House of Habsburg. The Kingdom of France was also governed by 
the same dynasty until the French Revolution. Physiocratic theories and Enlightenment 
thinking emphasized the importance of agriculture development to increase the wealth 
of a country. Both personal and national welfare somehow relied upon a good harvest and 
stable food supply to meet the needs of a growing population (another feature at this time 
4. However, Tillet did not interpret his experiments properly and believed that the plague was 
caused by the poisonous substance the common bunt powder (the spores) produced, rather than by 
the infectious process carried out by the spores. These experiments influenced future researchers Pre-
vost and Anton de Bary, who established plant pathology as a new science (AGRIOS, 2005: 18).
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in most Europe, including France and Spain) (Astigarraga, 2005). Plagues and pests were 
threats to the crops and therefore to human welfare, hence the necessity of establishing 
control measures. Spanish writers and reformists Campomanes and Jovellanos included 
agricultural essays in their work. P. R. de Campomanes was governor of the Council of 
Castille (Consejo de Castilla) for 30 years in the late 18th century and developed an in-
tense work regarding economic studies and implementation of reform programs under the 
reign of Carlos III. He was a prolific economic writer and promoted translations of Eu-
ropean economists and reissued works of earlier Spanish economists5. M. G. de Jovellanos 
belonged to the Enlightenment and believed that both political and civil economy was an 
instrument for social reform, together with education and good governance (Llombart, 
2006). These social reforms were accompanied by the publishing of an array of gazettes, 
letters, and miscellanea that began to appear in Spain in 1758, with the objective of spread-
ing useful knowledge to large audiences (Memorias, Año literario, Memorial literario, El 
Correo mercantil, Semanario económico, etc.). Many of the articles in these materials dealt 
with agricultural issues (the new agriculture, crop pest management, the free market of 
grain, etc.) (Astigarraga, 2018) which had been of interest since the 1730s in the United 
Kingdom and the 1750s in France (Astigarraga, 2005). Some of the articles even related 
agricultural losses to bad weather, as in the Memorial literario (Alberola, 2015). 
In addition, the agronomic works of the Frenchman Duhamel de Monceau and 
Rozier and the Irishman Henry Patullo (although settled in France) were translated into 
Spanish (Azcárate & Maldonado, 1992). One of the books by H. L. Duhamel de Mon-
ceau (Eléments d’agriculture, written in 1762) was translated into Spanish by C. Gómez 
de Ortega in 1813. In this book, Duhamel de Monceau set up the principles of a “new 
agriculture” based on the methods of Jethro Tull (Cubero, 2018: 782). Patullo, in turn, 
was an agronomist and a physiocrat who also wrote on the “new agriculture”. H. P. 
Dabout, an associate of Campomanes, translated his Essai sur l’amélioration des terres into 
Spanish in 1774 (Lluch & Algemí, 1994). Other works accompanied these: the Diction-
naire universel d’agriculture, for instance, was written by J. B. F. Rozier and collaborators 
between 1781 and 1805. It was a great agricultural encyclopaedia that reached 12 vol-
umes in 1805 (Cubero, 2018: 696-97) and was translated into Spanish by J. Álvarez 
Guerra between 1793 and 1803. All these translations were promoted by different Span-
ish societies of the time, and interestingly Duhamel de Monceau and Rozier mentioned 
the problem of the common bunt (Azcárate & Maldonado, 1992).  
5. He defended the free market of cereal at the national level and removing of the fees in his Tax 
Response (Respuesta Fiscal) of 1764, which gave way to the Royal Pragmatic (Real Pragmática) that 
Carlos III issued in 1765. This free market would promote the agriculture, through abundance and the 
good price of grains (LLOMBART, 2006).
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Thus, the flow of information from France at a time when the Enlightenment was set 
in Spain might have prompted the writing of the many reports about an important wheat 
plague shared in both countries. 
3.5. After the common bunt reports of the studied period 
The common bunt continued to be a threat to Spanish wheat in the 19th century. There 
were written reports in 1845, 1860, and 1878, but these were less frequent than in the 
previous century (Casas, 1845, 1860; Anonymous, 1878a, 1878b). The use of seed from 
bunt-free fields, the availability of more effective seed treatments (such as copper sulphate), 
and the use of machinery to apply those treatments gradually improved the situation, al-
though as late as 1948 common bunt was still present in Spanish wheat fields (Benlloch, 
1948). Del Moral reported that agricultural squads called cátedras ambulantes (traveling 
teachers) were created in 1923 to tour throughout Spain and explain how to mix copper 
sulphate, neutral copper acetate, or other fungicides with the wheat seed to get rid of the 
common bunt (Moral, 2014). Montes y Rodríguez (1986) reported that new fungicides 
(triadimenol+imazalil, metiltiophanate+maneb, etc.) used in Spain in the 1980s were 
highly effective at disinfecting wheat seed from common bunt. 
Currently, the common bunt is under control in Spain, and outbreaks are no longer 
reported thanks to resistant varieties and especially seed treatments, but it is still a threat 
in developing countries (such as Syria, Iran, Iraq, and Afghanistan) where not all seed is 
treated (Wilcoxson & Saari, 1996: 5-7).  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The reports on common bunt in Spanish wheat between 1755-1801 coincided with a con-
centration of extreme rain events. This period coincided precisely with the Maldà Ano-
maly, a time of climatic irregularity (quick alternation of rainy periods with warm and dry 
periods) across the Western Mediterranean. In the articles of the time, the years 1783-
87 and 1790 were described as having a high number of common bunt outbreaks, al-
though the plague was present in Spain in every season. The evidence of a historical cause 
and effect relationship between weather and the plague is not conclusive, although from 
the Seville data the relationship between wheat price and the rainfall bunt index was po-
sitive and significant, and several years (1763, 1764, 1768, 1769, 1777, 1785, 1786, and 
1792) had higher severity of common bunt at this location. The flow of information from 
France (where common bunt was also present) to Spain in the middle of the Enlighten-
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ment period and during the rise of physiocratic theories greatly influenced the creation 
of the many reports about common bunt in Spain. Information in other towns about com-
mon bunt outbreaks, their rainfall patterns, and annual wheat and barley prices, etc. may 
shed more light on the historical features of this plague in Spain.  
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APPENDIX 
TABLE 5 
Wheat prices index and bunt index in Seville, 1726-1801 
Yeara Wheat price Wheat price referred Barley price Barley price referred Wheat/barley References Rainfall  
(pts/hl)b to cost of livingb (rs./fa.) to cost of living price ratio bunt indexc  bunt indexd 
1726 7.50 19.87 7.0 8.4 2.4 0 0 
1727 6.00 14.90 11.5 12.9 1.2 0 0 
1728 7.21 17.39 10.7 11.6 1.5 0 0 
1729 8.44 20.04 12.7 13.5 1.5 0 0 
1730 7.77 18.15 9.5 10.0 1.8 0 0 
1731 13.74 27.98 - - - 0 0.75 
1732 11.82 24.94 11.5 10.9 2.3 0 0 
1733 10.59 22.34 11.0 10.5 2.1 0 0 
1734 13.36 25.94 14.8 12.9 2.0 0 0 
1735 16.81 31.95 18.5 15.8 2.0 0 0 
1736 9.79 20.65 8.0 7.6 2.7 0 1.75 
1737 13.85 27.06 12.3 10.9 2.5 0 0 
1738 15.09 30.90 19.3 17.8 1.7 0 0 
1739 12.16 24.98 10.0 9.3 2.7 0 1.75 
1740 11.71 23.77 9.8 8.9 2.7 0 4.5 
1741 11.14 23.14 13.3 12.4 1.9 0 0 
1742 9.34 22.02 12.0 12.7 1.7 0 0 
1743 5.41 13.48 8.3 9.4 1.4 0 0 
1744 6.00 14.77 8.5 9.4 1.6 0 0 
1745 6.41 14.79 10.0 10.4 1.4 0 0.75 
1746 11.04 24.40 8.8 8.7 2.8 0 0.75 
1747 8.11 19.07 8.5 9.0 2.1 0 0 
1748 8.78 19.27 10.5 10.4 1.9 0 0 
1749 10.20 21.97 14.8 14.3 1.5 0 0 
1750 12.05 21.32 15.8 12.6 1.7 0 0 
1751 17.68 28.71 17.0 12.4 2.3 0 3.5 
1752 16.22 29.51 14.5 11.9 2.5 0 1.75 
1753 14.30 23.99 16.0 12.1 2.0 0 0 
1754 16.55 27.01 20.7 15.2 1.8 0 0 
1755 12.72 24.43 11.8 10.2 2.4 0.5 0 
1756 6.90 14.67 7.7 7.3 2.0 0.5 0 
1757 7.99 16.07 13.5 12.2 1.3 0.5 0 
1758 10.36 20.05 19.3 16.9 1.2 0.5 1.5 
1759 11.94 22.18 17.8 14.9 1.5 0.5 0 
1760 12.95 23.27 15.3 12.4 1.9 0.5 0 
1761 11.26 20.51 16.3 13.4 1.5 0.5 0 
1762 13.66 23.06 13.5 10.3 2.2 0.5 0 
1763 14.26 22.19 15.0 10.5 2.1 0.5 1.75 
1764 17.34 28.67 18.3 13.6 2.1 0.5 0 
1765 18.24 29.03 16.3 11.6 2.5 0.5 2 
1766 21.96 35.35 23.0 16.7 2.1 0.5 0 
1767 18.47 28.91 16.8 11.8 2.4 0.5 0
93
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Yeara Wheat price Wheat price referred Barley price Barley price referred Wheat/barley References Rainfall  
(pts/hl)b to cost of livingb (rs./fa.) to cost of living price ratio bunt indexc  bunt indexd 
1768 24.32 37.40 27.5 19.0 2.0 0.5 1.75 
1769 23.65 34.20 25.5 16.6 2.1 0.5 4 
1770 20.61 31.99 23.3 16.3 2.0 1 0 
1771 15.99 25.47 20.0 14.3 1.8 0.5 0 
1772 12.05 19.16 19.8 14.1 1.4 0.5 2.75 
1773 20.27 31.40 23.5 16.4 1.9 0.5 0 
1774 21.40 31.56 20.3 13.5 2.3 0.5 1 
1775 18.02 27.19 17.8 12.1 2.3 0.5 0 
1776 17.57 27.22 21.5 15.0 1.8 0.5 0 
1777 17.34 25.72 20.0 13.4 1.9 0.5 1.75 
1778 20.27 29.15 20.7 13.4 2.2 0.5 1.5 
1779 23.85 33.11 19.8 12.4 2.7 0.5 0 
1780 27.29 33.94 26.0 14.6 2.3 0.5 0 
1781 21.98 28.47 26.3 15.3 1.9 1 0 
1782 15.88 22.34 17.7 11.2 2.0 1 0 
1783 11.71 17.65 11.8 8.0 2.2 1.5 0 
1784 7.66 10.14 21.5 12.8 0.8 1.5 4.5 
1785 22.97 26.65 22.5 11.8 2.3 1.5 5 
1786 31.53 34.10 30.0 14.6 2.3 1.5 4.75 
1787 28.15 32.08 22.5 11.6 2.8 1.5 3.5 
1788 21.63 28.01 26.0 15.2 1.8 1 0 
1789 18.92 23.00 26.7 14.6 1.6 1 1.75 
1790 14.64 19.77 30.0 18.2 1.1 1.5 0 
1791 13.81 18.74 23.8 14.5 1.3 1 1.75 
1792 18.47 22.63 26.0 14.3 1.6 1 1.75 
1793 30.25 31.39 28.7 13.4 2.3 1 0 
1794 29.84 30.35 33.0 15.1 2.0 1 0 
1795 22.07 25.24 16.8 8.6 2.9 1 0.75 
1796 20.95 22.64 24.8 12.0 1.9 1 1.75 
1797 29.26 29.13 47.0 21.1 1.4 1 3.5 
1798 32.56 29.94 54.0 22.4 1.3 1 0 
1799 22.48 23.34 32.8 15.3 1.5 1 0 
1800 24.77 23.07 33.7 14.1 1.6 0.5 6.25 
1801 33.78 26.82 - - - 0.5 0 
a The year indicates the season in which the wheat was harvested (e.g. year 1785 corresponds to season 1784-
85). 
b Wheat prices were taken in January and refer to wheat production of the previous season. Prices referen-
ced to cost of living in Seville. Dates and figures in bold print point out years with a high wheat price. 
c References bunt index (national): out of the period 1755-1801 (0); within the period of references to com-
mon bunt (1755-1801) (0.5); references to bunt outbreak years (1770, 1781-99) (1); references to more 
specific bunt outbreak years (1783-87, 1790) (1.5). 
d Rainfall bunt index (from the excessive rain events between November and May): catastrophic flooding 
(value 0.5); extraordinary flooding with disturbing but not destructive river overflows (0.75); pro serenitate 
rogations or river floods with periods of persistent rains (1), extreme rain events from November, Decem-
ber, and January received a value +1.  
Sources: Ponsot (1986: 520-21); Llopis et al. (2009); data to calculate the rainfall bunt index were taken 
from Table 3. 
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TABLE 6 
Wheat prices index and bunt index in Murcia, 1762-1800 
Yeara Wheat price (rs./fa.)b Wheat price referred to cost of livingb References bunt indexc Rainfall bunt indexd 
1762 31.53 23.98 0.5 0 
1763 36.66 25.71 0.5 3 
1764 37.35 27.81 0.5 0 
1765 39.18 28.09 0.5 0 
1766 50.70 36.77 0.5 0 
1767 38.72 27.31 0.5 0 
1768 45.57 31.56 0.5 2 
1769 47.63 31.03 0.5 0 
1770 46.00 32.17 1 0 
1771 33.67 24.15 0.5 0 
1772 36.29 26.00 0.5 0 
1773 52.62 36.72 0.5 0 
1774 53.39 35.48 0.5 0 
1775 47.34 32.18 0.5 0.75 
1776 43.57 30.41 0.5 1 
1777 39.70 26.52 0.5 2 
1778 38.50 24.94 0.5 3 
1779 39.98 25.01 0.5 0 
1780 58.70 32.89 0.5 0 
1781 66.67 38.90 1 0 
1782 39.21 24.85 1 0 
1783 39.20 26.61 1.5 0 
1784 34.86 20.79 1.5 4 
1785 48.55 25.37 1.5 0 
1786 54.44 26.52 1.5 0 
1787 43.29 22.22 1.5 0 
1788 48.70 28.41 1 0 
1789 61.10 33.46 1 0 
1790 56.17 34.16 1.5 1 
1791 48.32 29.53 1 0 
1792 53.84 29.71 1 0 
1793 57.71 26.98 1 0 
1794 74.66 34.20 1 2 
1795 63.41 32.67 1 0 
1796 60.02 29.22 1 0 
1797 72.00 32.29 1 3 
1798 59.36 24.59 1 0 
1799 63.46 29.68 1 0 
1800 67.93 28.50 0.5 0 
a The year indicates the season in which the wheat was harvested (e.g. year 1785 corresponds to season 1784-
85). 
b Wheat prices were taken in January and refer to wheat production of the previous season. Prices referen-
ced to cost of living in Seville. Dates and figures in bold print point out years with a high wheat price. 
c References bunt index (national): out of the period 1755-1801 (0); within the period of references to com-
mon bunt (1755-1801) (0.5); references to bunt outbreak years (1770, 1781-99) (1); references to more 
specific bunt outbreak years (1783-87, 1790) (1.5). 
d Rainfall bunt index (from the excessive rain events between November and May): catastrophic flooding 
(value 0.5); extraordinary flooding with disturbing but not destructive river overflows (0.75); pro serenitate 
rogations or river floods with periods of persistent rains (1); extreme rain events from November, Decem-
ber, and January received a value +1. 
Sources: Llopis and Sotoca (2005); Llopis et al. (2009); data to calculate the rainfall bunt index were ta-
ken from Table 3.
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TABLE 7 
Wheat prices index and bunt index in Zamora, 1726-88 
Yeara Wheat price (rs./fa.)b Wheat price referred to cost of livingb References bunt indexc Rainfall bunt indexd 
1726 8.00 9.33 0 0 
1727 9.50 9.34 0 0 
1728 9.00 9.75 0 0 
1729 13.50 13.30 0 2 
1730 12.00 12.38 0 0 
1731 11.00 11.66 0 0 
1732 10.50 12.03 0 0 
1733 15.75 13.61 0 0 
1734 27.50 18.82 0 0 
1735 15.00 16.03 0 0 
1736 10.00 10.64 0 0 
1737 27.00 25.69 0 0 
1738 20.00 19.01 0 0 
1739 18.00 17.46 0 0 
1740 18.00 16.48 0 1.5 
1741 27.00 24.82 0 0 
1742 20.00 20.20 0 0 
1743 11.00 11.04 0 0 
1744 7.00 8.24 0 0 
1745 11.00 13.98 0 0 
1746 10.00 11.88 0 0 
1747 12.00 12.96 0 0 
1748 20.00 18.87 0 0 
1749 21.00 16.95 0 0 
1750 20.00 16.09 0 0 
1751 19.00 14.73 0 0 
1752 20.00 14.28 0 0 
1753 18.00 11.29 0 0 
1754 28.00 16.54 0 0 
1755 27.00 17.09 0.5 0 
1756 10.00 8.16 0.5 0 
1757 10.00 8.75 0.5 0 
1758 12.00 10.53 0.5 0 
1759 13.00 11.67 0.5 0 
1760 18.00 13.39 0.5 0 
1761 21.50 15.73 0.5 0 
1762 28.00 19.53 0.5 0 
1763 27.00 18.89 0.5 0 
1764 28.00 16.90 0.5 0 
1765 29.00 16.93 0.5 0
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Yeara Wheat price (rs./fa.)b Wheat price referred to cost of livingb References bunt indexc Rainfall bunt indexd 
1766 29.00 17.23 0.5 0 
1767 20.50 12.07 0.5 0 
1768 30.00 18.58 0.5 0 
1769 31.00 15.64 0.5 0 
1770 35.00 20.42 1 0 
1771 25.00 12.72 0.5 0 
1772 25.00 13.70 0.5 0 
1773 27.00 15.99 0.5 0 
1774 29.00 17.63 0.5 0 
1775 25.00 15.81 0.5 0 
1776 22.50 14.04 0.5 0 
1777 28.00 17.94 0.5 0 
1778 22.00 13.06 0.5 0 
1779 35.00 22.57 0.5 0 
1780 35.00 22.08 0.5 0 
1781 31.00 19.90 1 0 
1782 18.00 12.18 1 0 
1783 21.50 14.54 1.5 0 
1784 26.00 19.23 1.5 0 
1785 26.00 14.51 1.5 0 
1786 30.00 16.60 1.5 0 
1787 37.00 18.74 1.5 2 
1788 35.00 18.00 1 0.75 
a The year indicates the season in which the wheat was harvested (e.g. year 1785 corresponds to season 1784-
85). 
b Wheat prices were taken in January and refer to wheat production of the previous season. Prices referen-
ced to cost of living in Seville. Dates and figures in bold print point out years with a high wheat price. 
c References bunt index (national): out of the period 1755-1801 (0); within the period of references to com-
mon bunt (1755-1801) (0.5); references to bunt outbreak years (1770, 1781-99) (1); references to more 
specific bunt outbreak years (1783-87, 1790) (1.5). 
d Rainfall bunt index (from the excessive rain events between November and May): catastrophic flooding 
(value 0.5); extraordinary flooding with disturbing but not destructive river overflows (0.75); pro serenitate 
rogations or river floods with periods of persistent rains (1); extreme rain events from November, Decem-
ber, and January received a value +1.  
Sources: Llopis and Jerez (2001); Llopis et al. (2009); data to calculate the rainfall bunt index were taken 
from Table 3. 
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